
LAKE FOREST CONSTRUCTS A 
ROBINSON-TYPE FLOOR TESTER

BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION

Intertek is pleased to 
announce that our laboratory 
located in Lake Forest, 
California has constructed 
a Robinson-Type Floor 
tester to further expand the 
testing capabilities at this 
facility.  

Exactly one year ago, the decision to extend 
Intertek’s acoustical testing capabilities to 
the west coast was announced.  In the time 
since then, the Lake Forest laboratory has 
developed acoustic testing expertise and 
had an opportunity to evaluate the needs 
of the west coast customer base.  The 
result was the addition of this new piece of 
equipment and the inclusion of ASTM 
C627: “Standard Test Method for Evaluat-
ing Ceramic Floor Tile Installation Systems 
Using the Robinson-Type Floor Tester” into 
our complete service o�ering.

Due to the test sample size requirements 
set forth by ASTM C627, the uniquely 
designed test rig at the Lake Forest lab 
allows the option to install a full layout 
covering the full 48” x 48” test area, removing 

ASTM C627 – Standard Test Method for Evaluating Ceramic Floor Tile 
Installation Systems Using the Robinson-Type Floor Tester

3.1 This test method consists of preparing installation slabs that duplicate the type of 
installation under consideration, subjecting them to one or more tests on the Robinson 
floor tester, and evaluating the results in a prescribed manner. Description of the 
installation method must specifically include all variables, for example, the type of 
materials and mixture proportions of substratum, setting material, and tile grout; type of 
tile, installation technique, and cure. 
Source: www.astm.org
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the requirement of a 6” x 6” holdout at the 
center of the sample.

The equipment also includes a unitized 
storage rack that allows for the preparation 
and curing of up to 12 samples concurrent 
to testing.  The test assembly utilizes three 
separate roller plate assemblies to accom-
modate the di�erent durometer wheels 
necessary for the full range of testing.

The distinctive design also comes with a 
distinctive pricing structure.  Customers 
interested in this testing will only be required 
to pay for the level of testing passed. 

“The decision to proceed with the development of this equipment for ASTM C627 seemed 
an obvious one now that we have our new acoustic chambers fully operational,” says Jarod 
Hardman, Lab Manager of the Lake Forest facility.  “With the addition of the Robinson-Type 
Floor Tester to Lake Forest, our tile and underlayment customers now have the added 
convenience of conducting both tests under one roof, eliminating the need to ship materials 
to di�erent lab locations.  We’re consistently looking for ways to make the customer 
experience more convenient and this was the logical next step for us.”
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